
Up from #25 in 2020, Virginia was cited as a regional
leader in the Southeast for the Virginia Clean
Economy Act and recent work to expand energy
efficiency.

In the first 18 months of Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative carbon auctions, $30M went to making
existing homes more energy efficient and $109M went
to new construction rehabilitation. 

Working with our ESCo members and Virginia
Energy, we successfully facilitated the passage
of legislation that removed the roof exemption
for Energy Performance Contracting.

We worked alongside Virginia Energy and the
Virginia PACE Authority to develop and launch the
statewide Commercial Property Assessed Clean
Energy (C-PACE) program.

Throughout the year, the VAEEC hosted two
forums, two roundtable discussions, two webinars,
and one awards ceremony. For the fourth year, we
co-hosted the VA Clean Energy Summit.

TOP 2022 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

$227M FOR LOW-INCOME COMMUNITIES

VIRGINIA RANKED #20 ON THE ACEEE STATE
ENERGY EFFICIENCY SCORECARD

NEW ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESOURCES

TWO WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS

ENERGY EFFICIENCY LEGISLATION

STATEWIDE C-PACE PROGRAM

VAEEC EVENTS
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INTERVENED IN DOMINION'S DSM FILING
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We expanded our resources by creating three WDR
case studies, an introduction to EE webpage and
factsheet, two RGGI webpages, and co-produced
three RGGI videos.

We developed two workforce development
proposals in order to establish a larger pipeline for
energy efficiency career training and advancement
that meets the needs of EE employers.

Once again, we formally intervened in Dominion
Energy's Demand Side Management filing before
the SCC.

MET WITH DECISION MAKERS
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We held meetings with legislators and decision
makers, including the Dep. Sec. of Commerce &
Trade, the VA Dept. of Energy and Dept. of Housing
& Community Development, and state delegates
and senators, to discuss the importance of EE.

 NEW STRATEGIC PLAN

10Working with our committees and Board of
Directors, we created our next, three year
strategic plan that will guide the organization and
our work.


